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Be sure and file this and future bulletins for ready

reference. If you have any suggestions for additional

information that you would like to see included in this

publication, please write to: Autolite-Ford Parts Divi

sion, Merchandising Services Dept,, P.O. Box 3000,

Livonia, Michigan 48151.

The descriptions and specifications contained in this

publication were in effect at the time it was approved

for printing. Our policy is one of continuous improve

ment and we reserve the right to change specifications or

design without notice and without incurring obligation.

INTRODUCTION

On the following pages you'll find a storehouse

of basic technical information and a look at the

engineering changes for 1971.

Also, to help you gain a better, overall viewpoint

of the new 1971 models, we have devoted a

number of pages to New Car Features . . . features

you'll find important because many affect service

work. Some are only refinements, while others

are totally new for 1 971 .

Now, to directly assist you in servicing the new

models during the coming months (and all through

the year) we have set aside the major portion of

this publication for service oriented specifications.

Such information as: Service Locations for the

hood release, gasoline fill pipe, etc.; Lights and

their candlepower and basic part number;

Circuit Protection: ampere rating of fuses and

circuit breakers; Refill Capacities for the various

operating units; Service Tips; Engine Specifica

tions; plus Performance Specifications that you'll

find helpful during tune-up or troubleshooting.

Copyright 1970

Autolite-Ford Parts Division

Livonia, Michigan

Vol. 71 MSD 1 Litho in U.S.A.



LOOKING AT THE

1971 NEW CARS / FORD DIVISION

Of course, the big news for 1971 is the small, frisky car

named the PINTO, one of the 46 models Ford is offering. This

little beauty has some unusual and inexpensive service fea

tures. Some examples include a front grille repair kit which

will sell for about $10.00, a
"do-it-yourself"

manual on minor

repairs and adjustments, and a special-value tool kit.

And, the Pinto's conventional front engine/rear axle layout
is engineered to a real half-pint body . . . only 163 inches of

unitized construction on a 94 inch wheelbase and standing a

mere 12V2 hands high ... 50 inches to be exact.

With the standard 1600 cc (97.6 cubic inches), 4-cylinder

overhead valve engine (using the same block as the Lotus

competition powerplant) Pinto has averaged 25.5 mpg in sim

ulated city-suburban driving.

Steering and handling in the turns is exceptionally easy

and responsive from a rack and pinion design steering gear.

Options include a more powerful overhead camshaft

4-cylinder engine with a larger (122) cubic inch displace

ment. This powerplant is rated at a solid 100 horsepowerwhen

turning at 5600 rpm. An automatic transmission is available.

Curb weight is 2008 lbs. for the standard model.

MUSTANG for 1971 reveals the most extensive changes

since the day it was first introduced. By moving the front

wheels forward one inch (in relation to the passenger com

partment) and increasing the front tread width by a full

three inches, the engine room will now accept the Boss 429

(NASCAR) powerplant without having to make any struc

tural modifications.

A new crossflow radiator replaces the downflow type per

mitting the use of a 13% larger air conditioning condenser.

MACH I models feature a new front bumper with molded

micellar urethane foam coating. Impact resistance is im

proved by almost 100% over the conventional type of

bumper.

Two optional 429 CID, 4V V-8 engines are offered . . .

one with Ram Air.

A unique "flat
roof"

for the SportsRoof models, flush door

handles and keyless locking are just a few of the changes

you'll find in Mustang for 1971.

MAVERICK, the "simple
machine"

has an added, new

model for 1971 ... a four-door sedan with a longer wheel-

base (109.9") versus
103"

for the two-door.

Bucket seats are optional this year and a floor mounted

gear shift is available with the three - speed manual

transmission and automatic transmission.

2

Rear axle ring gear size is now eight inches and replaces the

last year's 7V4 inch size.

Curb weight for the two-door model is 2595 lbs., while

the four-door version with a 200 CID engine weighs in at

2712 lbs.

From an appearance viewpoint, the 1971 TORINO models

have a new grille area, new exterior ornamentation and new

interior soft trim.

9
icuon

From an engineering standpoint the Torino has an im

proved rear suspension system, a more effective emission

control, a more reliable accelerator linkage to carbuaiir

arrangement and such desirable new options as the

backlite plus body side moldings of aluminum for protecT

and added appearance.

The THUNDERBIRD Landau for 1971 has a new, more

formal look of elegance since its roof has a wide rear pillar

that extends forward to the door, thus eliminating the rear

quarter window.

FOUR optional metallic glamour paints are offered. Two

of the glamour paints are Blue Fire and Walnut Fire.

High-back split bench front seats with seat backs approxi

mately eight inches higher than last year eliminate the need

for separate headrests.

An electric rear deck operated release is now available.

replacing the vacuum type of last year.

Turning diameter is 42.7 feet on the two-door and 43.4

feet on the four-door models.

Curb weight ranges from 4552 lbs. for the two-door Landau

hardtop to 4716 lbs. for the four-door Landau hardtop.

Full-size FORD models for 1971 offer completely re

designed lines with 19 new models including 11 sedans and

hardtops . . . seven station wagons and one convertible. Major

styling changes include an almost square grille with an egg-

crate appearance. On the new "high
series,"

the LTD and

LTD BROUGHAM, the grille material is plastic. Rear end

appearance is completely new with restyled taillamp treat

ment. On the LTD and LTD Brougham, eight bulbs give

the appearance of a solid red
illuminated band extending from

fender to fender.

A new 400 cubic inch engine, optionally availabl

offered. It is based on the successful 351 Cleveland

plant design and uses regular fuel with a 2V carburet

Turning diameter curb-to-curb is 42.3 feet.

ilable^|^
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1971 NEW CARS / LINCOLN-MERCURY DIVISION

The big news for 1971 from Lincoln-Mercury is the addi

tion of a Mercury Comet compact car, bringing to 39 the

number of models this Division offers.

Both the big Mercury and the personal sports car Cougar

have redesigned exteriors and a number of improved interior

and technical features.

The Montego, Lincoln Continental and Mark III are

marked with refinements and in some areas, appearance

changes, while the European import Capri introduced in

April of 1970 remains unchanged.

In the COMET lineup, three models are offered ... a two-

door sedan, a four-door sedan and a two-door GT version.

All models feature a "power
dome"

hood which gives the

Comet a 2.3 inch length advantage over the Maverick. There's

both an economical 100 and a 115 horsepower 6-cylinder

engine; a 145 horsepower, 250 cubic inch 6-cylinder job;
and good news ... an optional 210 horsepower, 302 cubic

inch V-8.

The major difference between the 200 and 250 CID engines

is the stroke which is .970 inch longer on the 250 powerplant.

From a technical standpoint, the Comet has an external

adjustment for headlight aim without the need for bezel re

moval and an instrument cluster that features easy removal

for servicing gauges, lamps and speedometer.

The low-friction steering gear is the recirculating ball type

and is filled with a life-time lubricant which never needs

changing under normal circumstances.

A unique water pump with a ceramic impeller, also used

on the Lincoln Continental, extends pump life.

COUGAR for 1971 has the most extensive changes since

it was originally introduced in 1967.

It's longer and lower in the body with a longer wheelbase

(up one inch) and a wider front tread (up three inches) plus

a wider rear tread (up 2Vi inches) for increased riding com

fort and stability.

There's a hardtop addition to the 1971 model lineup called

the Cougar GT, which features many performance items as

standard equipment.

Engines for 1971 include a standard 351 CID, 2V V-8 and

three optional powerplants ... a 351 CID, 4V V-8; a 429

CID, 4V CJ; and a 429 CID, 4V CJ-R rated at 370 horse

power with ram air induction.

Both versions of the 429 CID have cast aluminum rocker

covers and bright engine dress-up.

All MONTEGO models for 1971 are distinguished by a

new front end appearance featuring new or modified grilles.

...

Montego, Montego MX and Montego Brougham grilles are

a new bright "egg
crate"

design with argent headlamp doors

while the performance-oriented Cyclone models have a unique
"gunsight"

center grille section. Instrument panels are a two-

piece design that emphasizes easier serviceability of gauges,

lamps and speedometer.

Three suspension packages are available on the Cyclone

models ... a standard suspension, a cross-country
(heavy-

duty) ride package and a competition handling package.

A real breakthrough on space age micro-electronics is

found in the AM/FM stereo radio. A total of 3 1 elements are

replaced by only two integrated circuits which are approxi

mately Va cubic inch in size!

Prominent on the 15 full-size MERCURY cars for 1971

are new, bolder front ends and a new body design accented

by ventless windows and recessed door handles. There's all

new sheet metal below the belt, new slimmer windshield and

roof pillars and a new rear end treatment with wrap-around

massive bumpers.

In this impressive passenger car lineup are two new engines.

The all new 400 CID, 2V V-8 (standard on the Monterey
Custom and all wagons) while the 351 CID, 2V V-8 is stand

ard on Monterey sedans and hardtops.

Both the Monterey and Monterey Custom sedans and hard-

tops have been increased in overall length by 2.9 inches. Also

offered for the first time is a four-door pillared hardtop in the

Monterey series which was only available in the Marquis

series last year.

Taillamps are inset in the upper and lower impact bars

and wrap around the rear fenders so that they also serve as

rear side marker lights.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL, which was completely re

designed and re-engineered last year, has some appearance

refinements . . . more standard equipment and several techni

cal features for the 1971 models.

New standard features include automatic temperature con

trol air conditioning system, and premium Michelin radial ply
225R15 steel-belted tires. Tinted glass is also used throughout.

MARK Ill's Sure Track brake system is continued with

some refinements for 1971. This system helps prevent rear

wheel lockup during maximum stopping situations by an

automatic release and reapplication of the rear brake shoes

three to four times per second.

Final drive ratio is 2.80 to 1 with the 460 cubic inch engine.

Curb weight of the Continental Mark III is 5003 lbs., while
the Lincon Continental two-door models weigh in at 5032 lbs.



NEW FEATURES FOR 1971

THE 400 CID ENGINE

Both the full-size Ford and Mercury use the new 400 cubic

inch powerplant. This V-8 puts out 260 horsepower @ 4400

rpm using a 2V carburetor.

It offers several advantages over the 390 CID engine in

that the valves and ports are larger with the valves placed at

compound angles for better engine
"breathing."

No two ex

haust valves are next to one another, thus more uniform spac

ing and more efficient valve cooling is achieved.

Some of the primary differences of the 400 CID from those

of the 351 CID, 2V engine (which the 400 CID derived

from) include a perfect square bore
4.00"

and stroke 4.00",
a Vz inch longer stroke than that of the 351 ... larger main

bearing journal diameters ... a larger 214 inch exhaust sys

tem and new pistons having a dished crown and larger

diameter piston pins.

Many of the special design features on the 400 CID 2V V-8

are shared with the Cleveland-manufactured 351 CID 2V and

4V engines. They are: Intake valves 2.04 inches in diameter

with chrome plated stems; exhaust valves of forged steel, 1.71

inches in diameter with chrome plated stems and carbide tips;

a crankshaft of precision molded cast iron and wide main

bearing caps with Vi inch bolts; stiff valve springs with inner

damper; a high lift camshaft with a larger Number One bear

ing for extra durability; plus oil drip fingers inside the rocker

arm covers for improved rocker arm lubrication. Compres

sion ratio is 9.0 to 1.

THE 351 CID 4V HO V-8

A limited production Boss 351 Mustang engine is the new

est high performance powerplant from Ford. Although its

basic design is the same as the 351 Cleveland engine, it in

cludes many special high performance components.

This new 351 HO V-8, exclusively prepared for the Boss

Mustang, is a High Output powerplant with mechanical

lifters, a four venturi carburetor plus dual exhausts that help
produce 330 horsepower (w 5400 rpm from 351 cubic inches.

PINTO ENGINES

Two engines are available with the 1971 Pinto. The stan

dard 4-cylinder powerplant has a displacement of 1600 cc,

while the larger 4-cylinder optional engine is 2000 cc. The

75 horsepower, standard water cooled powerplant is an over

head valve design with a crossflow type of cylinder head

. . . intake on the right side and exhaust on the left. Com

pression rate is 8.0 to 1 . The bowl-in-piston design combustion

chamber is unique in that the head is perfectly flat and the

piston bowl forms the combustion chamber.

Pinto's optional 100 horsepower overhead cam 4-cylinder

engine has a cubic inch displacement of 122 CID with an

8.6 to 1 compression ratio. Five main bearings support the

crankshaft while the overhead camshaft is supported by three
integral-with-head cam supports which are part of the cylinder

head casting and not bolted on.

Camshaft drive is through a cogged timing belt reinforced

with glass fiber cords. An Autolite heavy-duty starter and

alternator is used.



NEW FEATURES FOR 1971

TWO-STAGE CHOKE

Incorporated on the 302 ... 351 .. . 400 and 429 with

the two-barrel carburetor is a new two-stage choke system

for 1971.

Construction differs from a conventional choke in that

there are passages for engine exhaust heat within the choke

housing. After a cold start the smaller of the two holes sup
plies heated air to the bimetal choke spring, thus causing the

choke plate to open in a direct relationship to time and heat.

At a point midway in the warmup cycle, the choke spring
opens the second and larger passageway hole. As a result, this

additional heat supply causes the choke to open more quickly
as choke operation is no longer needed.

ENGINE AVAILABILITY

There are 17 engines available in the 1971 passenger cars,

ranging from the four time-proven 6-cylinder powerplants, the

two 4-cylinder models for the Pinto and 1 1 V-8's.

All car lines with the exception of Maverick and Pinto are

available with V-8 power.

Regular fuel V-8 engines will be able to run on 91 Octane

gasoline. Major changes include lower compression ratios to

prevent detonation on acceleration under heavy load, and

resistor type spark plugs.

The 429 CID 4V CJ and CJ-R powerplants replace the

older design 428 CID V-8 used last year. See the chart for

further details on engine application.

1971 I3OWER TEAM AVAILABILITY

ENGINE

FORD

MERCURY

TORINO

MONTEGO/COUGAR

PINTO

CAPRI

MAVERICK

COMET
MUSTANG THUNDERBIRO

MARK III

LINCOLN

CONTINENTAL

3-Spd Auto 3-Spd 4-Spd Auto 4-Spd Auto 3-Spd Auto 3-Spd 4-Spd Auto Auto Auto

1600 cc (98 CID) TV Four X

2000 cc (122 CID) 2V Foui X(c)(d) X(d)

170 CID IV Six X

200 CID IV Six X X

240 CID 1V Six (a) XI5I XI6)

250 CID 1V Six X XI3I X X X

302 CID 2V V-8 X(S) X(5) X XOI xm xm X X

351 CID 2V V-8 X X X(4| X X X

351 CID 4V V-8 X X X X

351 CID 4V HO V-8 X

390 CID 2V V-8 (a, b) X(5]

400 CID 2V V-8 X

429 CID 2V V-8 X

429 CID 4V V-8 X X

429 CID 4V CJ V-8 X X X X

429 CIO 4V CJ-R V-8 (2) X X X X

460 CID 4V V-8 X

(a) Not available for sale in California (b) Available through December, 1970 (c) Late introduction in model year (d) Pinto Only
1Comet Only 2-RamAir 3 Montego and Torino Models Only 4Cougar Only 5 Ford Only



NEW FEATURES FOR 1971

PINTO

BODY/CHASSIS

This frisky Pinto features a unitized body/chassis con

struction as shown. The platform type chassis and the body

assembly are welded together to form an all-welded unit

structure. The
"backbone"

for the chassis platform is a deep
drive line tunnel which eliminates the need for side-to-side

torque boxes and the conventional rear mounting crossmember

for the engine. A thin roof design, yet strong and lightweight,

permits more headroom with the same overall car height.

Pinto Unitized Body Construction

FRONT SUSPENSION

Tilted upper control arms (which combat
"nosedive"

brak

ing tendencies) and ball joints are part of Pinto's front

suspension system.

Note that the front coil springs are mounted on the lower

control arms as they are on Thunderbirds and full-size Ford

passenger cars.

This design eliminates the need for high spring towers

and thus provides more room in the engine compartment.

Attached to each lower control arm is a rubber mounted drag

strut to let the wheels move rearward slightly over bumps,

thus soaking up part of the initial road shock.

No front stabilizer bar is needed since the Pinto's light

weight does not require this unit to counteract excessive
"lean"

while cornering.

Front suspension operating units have a 36,000 mile

lubrication interval.

REAR SUSPENSION

Three-leaf semielliptical rear springs, 46Vi inches long and

insulated by rubber bushings at all connection points, help

to reduce road noise from filtering into the car interior.

The spring design with the Hotchkiss
type of drive line and

axle tubes mounted forward of the center of the springs helps

to resist forces causing "rear end
squat"

on heavy acceleration.

Staggered rear shock absorbers are used to counter wheel

hopping tendencies and increase tire-to-pavement traction

during acceleration and braking.
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SEE CENTER INSERT FOR TIMELY PROMOTIONS







THE PINTO TWO-STAGE . .

MAIN METERING SYSTEM
Excess fuel and pump chamber vapors are discharged back

into the fuel bowl through a restriction.

As engine speed increases, air velocity through the booster

venturi causes a vacuum (low pressure area) in the venturi.

Fuel then begins to flow through the main metering system

as shown in Figure 5, due to the high pressure in the fuel bowl

and a low pressure at the main discharge nozzle. Fuel flows

from the fuel bowl, through the main jets, and into the main

wells. Fuel then moves up the main well tubes where it is

mixed with air. Air, supplied through the high speed air

bleeds, mixes with the fuel through small holes in the sides of

the main well tubes. These main air bleeds meter an increas

ing amount of air, whenever venturi vacuum increases, to

maintain the proper fuel-air ratio. This mixture of fuel and air

atomizes more readily than raw fuel. As the fuel-air mixture

moves from the main well tube to the discharge port, it is dis

charged into the booster venturi.

The secondary main metering system is similar to the prim

ary main metering system.

Main Well

Air Bleed

K>i

^

Main Metering Jet
Main well Tube

Figure5Main Metering System

ACCELERATING SYSTEM

When the throttle valves are opened quickly, air flow

through the carburetor responds almost immediately. How

ever, fuel is heavier than air, there's a brief time-lag be

fore fuel flow can gain enough speed to maintain the proper

fuel-air ratio. During this lag, the accelerating system supplies

the required fuel, until the proper fuel-air ratio can be main

tained by the other metering systems.

When the throttle valves are closed, the diaphragm return

spring pushes the diaphragm against its cover. Fuel is drawn

through the inlet, past the inlet ball check valve and into the

pump chamber. A discharge check ball prevents air from

being drawn into the pump chamber.

The moment the throttle valves are opened, as shown in

Figure 6, the diaphragm rod is pushed inward, forcing fuel

from the pump chamber into the discharge passages. The in

let ball check valve seals the inlet hole during pump oper

ation, thus preventing fuel from returning to the fuel bowl.

Fuel under pressure unseats the discharge check ball and is

forced through the pump discharge valve assembly where it

sprays into the primary venturi through the pump discharge

nozzle.

Pump Discharge Screw and

Check Valve Assembly

Intake Pump
Check Ball

Pump Return

Spring

Pump Diaphragm

Assembly

Figure 6Acceleration System

PRIMARY POWER ENRICHMENT SYSTEM

During heavy load conditions or high speed operation, fuel-

air ratio must be increased for higher engine output. The

power enrichment system, as shown in Figure 7, supplies

extra fuel during this period and is controlled by intake mani

fold vacuum.

Manifold vacuum is applied to the power valve diaphragm

from an opening in the base of the carburetor body, where it

is connected to passages in the main body and air horn to the

power valve diaphragm. During idle and normal driving con

ditions, manifold vacuum is high enough to overcome the

power valve spring tension, thus holding the valve closed.

When higher engine output is needed, the increased load on

the engine results in decreased manifold vacuum. The power

valve diaphragm spring opens the power valve when mani

fold vacuum drops below a predetermined value. Fuel flows

from the fuel bowl through the power valve and into pas

sages leading to the main wells. At the main wells, this fuel is

added to the fuel in the main metering system to enrich the

mixture.

As engine load requirements decrease, manifold vacuum

increases and overcomes the tension of the power valve spring,

closing the power valve.

Power Valve

Diaphragm

m\

Power Valve
-

Spring

Power Valve

Figure 7Power Enrichment System (Primary)
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TRUCK SPECIFICATION LIST ... Another "Ford
First'

To improve service to highly specialized heavy-duty trucks

built at the Kentucky Truck Plant, Ford has introduced a

moisture and oil resistant laminated copy of the Truck Speci

fication List (TSL). This list identifies thirty-six major vehicle

components used in the manufacture of each truck. Downtime

is reduced and repairs are speeded up since it permits accurate

identification of the correct replacement parts when they are

needed.

This TSL is being installed at the Kentucky Truck Plant

and will be found in the various truck cabs as follows:

All units except W, WT-9000, F-700, F-750, C and CT

series with sleeper compartment and
"B"

series cowl units

will have the TSL attached to the right hand side of upper

inner back panel.

The W, WT-9000 series will have the TSL attached to the

right hand side of the heater console.

The F-700, F-750 and C and CT series with sleeper com

partment will have the TSL attached to the lower rear

corner of the right hand door inner panel.

The
"B"

series cowl model will have the TSL placed in the

glove compartment and it can then be attached in any

suitable position by the owner.

As you will note in the accompanying illustration of the

TSL, all important components such as the Brake System,

Electrical, Suspension, Front Axle and Steering, Speed

ometer-Gears, Power Train plus Wheel-Hubs and Drums, are

listed along with other sub units.
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FORD MOTOR COMPANY TRUCK SPECIFICATION LIST
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SERVICE CAUTION: COOLANT RECOVERY SYSTEM

Whenever it is necessary to clean an engine with a cleaning

product (other than soap and water), it is recommended that

the Sight Tube, located in the upper radiator hose as shown

in the illustration, be removed prior to the cleaning operation.

This sight tube should never be cleaned with gasoline, solvents

or
"gunk"

as damage may result. Use soap and water only.

Reservoir

Transfer Tube

Air-Seal Pressure Cap

Sight Tube (Visual Coolant Check)

Typical Coolant Recovery System Installation
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catalog 1970 AUTOLITE
changes ALL PRODUCTS CATALOG

GM DISTRIBUTOR CAP APPLICATION/ALL PRODUCTS CATALOG

In the "Application by part
number"

section of the All

Products Catalog on pages 155-157, two distributor caps are

listed for the same vehicle. For example: the catalog lists

3-217 and DHG 217 as both fitting GM models up to 1970.

This is not correct. The 3-217 cap fits GM models from

1962-1968 ONLY.

There has been a design change for the 1969-1970 appli

cation wherein the I.D. terminal gap of the cap has been

increased. The DHG-217 cap will work on all models,

whereas the 3-217 cap will work only on models from 1962-

DISTRIBUTOR CAPS

PART NUMBER

3-209 (Page 156)

American Motors 1959

63-68

Buick

Cadillac

Camaro

Chevy II

Chevrolet

Chevelle

Corvette

1959-68

1959-67

1967-68

1963-68

1959-68

1964-68

1959-68

PART NUMBER

3-217 (Page 156)

American Motors 1

Hrebird

Olds

t9b/-t>a

1964-68

Olds F-85 1961-68

Pontiac 1959-68

Studebaker 1960-61

65-66

Tempest 1961-68

Toronado 1967-68

DHG-209 (Page 156)

American Motors 1969-70

Camaro 1969-70

Chevy II 1969-70

Chevrolet 1969-70

Chevelle 1969-70

Corvette 1969

Olds 1969-70

Olds F-85 1969-70

Pontiac 1969-70

Tempest 1969-70

DHG-209 can be used

in place of 3-209.

Camaro

Chevelle

Chevrolet

Chevy II

Corvair

Firebird

Olds F-85

Studebaker

Tempest

964-68

967-68

964-68

964-68

962-68

962-68

967-68

967-68

965-66

964-68

DHG-217 (Page 156)

American Motors 1969-70

Buick 1969-70

Camaro 1969-70

Chevrolet 1969-70

Chevelle 1969-70

Chevy il/IS ova 1969-70

Corvair 1969

Olds F-85 1969-70

Tempest 1969-70

DHG-217 can be used

in place of 3-217.

1968. The 3-217 cap and number system is being phased out

and the new numbering system DHG (Dist. Housing-GM)

is being incorporated. The specification for the rotor air gap

is 7.5 kv, (maximum).

Any oscilloscope reading up to the specified 7.5 kv is OK.

The catalog is correct in the "Application by
Vehicle"

section.

It is recommended that the two sections be cross-referenced

when a question arises. Use the correct listing below to

update your All Products Catalog.

DISTRIBUTOR ROTORS

PART NUMBER PART NUMBER

4-208 (Page 157) DRG-208 (Pg. 157)Cont'd.

American Motors 1963-68 Trucks

Buick 1959-68 Chevrolet 1969-70

Cadillac 1959-68 GMC 1969

Camaro 1967-68
DRG-208 can be used

Chevelle 1964-68 in place of 4-208.

Chevrolet 1959-68
4-218 (Page 157-1 n

Chevy II 1963-68
American Motors 1963-68

Corvette 1959-68
Camaro 1967-68

Firebird 1967-68

Chevy II 1962-68

Kaiser Jeep 1969
Chevrolet 1963-68

Olds 1959-68
Chevelle 1964-68

. Olds F-85 1961-68
Corvair 1962-68

Pontiac 1959-68
Firebird 1967

Studebaker 1965-66

Olds F-85 1966-68

Tempest 1961-68
Studebaker 1965-66

Trucks
Tempest 1962-68

Chevrolet 1959-67

Trucks
GMC 1959-62

67
Chevrolet 1963-68

GMC 1964-67
IHC 1961-65

DRG-218 (Page 157)

DRG-208 (Page 157) Buick 1969-70

Buick 1969-70 Camaro 1969-70

Cadillac 1969-70 Chevrolet 1969-70

Camaro 1969-70 Chevelle 1969-70

Chevelle 1969-70 Chevy II 1969-70

Chevrolet 1969-70 Corvair 1969

Chevy II 1969-70 Olds F-85 1969-70

Corvette 1969 Tempest 1969-70

Olds 1969-70 Trucks

Olds F-85 1969-70 Chevrolet 1969-70

Pontiac 1969-70
DRG-218 can be usee

Tempest 1969-70 in place of 4-218.
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HOWTO REAM1E IDENTIFICATION PLATES

ON 1963-1971
FORD-MO'

CARS AND TRUCKS

SEE CENTER INSERT FOR TIMELY PROM



1963-1971 FORD-BUILT VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION

Technical parts and service information published by the

Autolite-Ford Parts Division and distributed by Ford and

Lincoln-Mercury Dealers to assist servicemen in Service

Stations, Independent Garages and Fleets.
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1970-1971 Ford and L-M Safety
Standard Certification Label . 3

1963-1969 Ford and L-M Car

Identification Plates 4-8

1971 Capri Identification Plate. . 9
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Be sure and file this and future bulletins for ready

reference. If you have any suggestions for additional

information that you would like to see included in this

publication, please write to: Autolite-Ford Parts Division,

Merchandising Services Dept., P.O. Box 3000, Livonia,

Michigan 48151.

The descriptions and specifications contained in this

publication were in effect at the time it was approved

for printing. Our policy is one of continuous improvement

and we reserve the right to change specifications or design

without notice and without incurring obligation.

Autolite^3
Copyright 1970

Autolite-Ford Parts Division

Livonia, Michigan

VOL. 71 MSD 4 LITHO IN U.S.A.

With Ford offering the motoring public such a wide choice of

models and optional equipment, proper identification of power train

components is a mandatory step that must be taken before servicing

the vehicle or ordering needed parts.

Knowing exactly what model, series or equipment you are servic

ing eliminates guesswork and permits you to apply the proper factory
specifications when adjustments, maintenance or overhaul procedures

are called for.

Understanding the code system Ford uses for 1971 and prior years

will eliminate lost time or confusion by permitting you to order the

correct parts. This knowledge will also assist you in preventing come

backs, making it easier for you to beat published flat-rate schedules.

Vehicle codes are listed on the Vehicle Identification Plate or the

Safety Standard Certification Label. "Breaking the
Code"

is simple,

once you understand what the letters or numerals represent. This

issue of Shop Tips is designed to do just that.

The identification plate or certification label is located as follows:

Passenger Cars, Club Wagons, Econolines: On Lock Face of

Left Front Door or Left Front Body Pillar.

Bronco: On Inside Panel of Glove Box Door.

Trucks: Depending on Year and Model, the Identification Plate

may be on the Lock Face of the Left Front Door, Inside the Panel

of the Glove Box Door, or on the Right Hand Side of the Radiator

Support Bracket. 1970 and 1971 Truck Models have the Certifica

tion Label attached to the Rear Face of the Driver's Door.

NOTE: Tampering, alteration or removal of the Certification Label

will cause its destruction or the appearance of the word VOID.

D.S.O. CODES (Special Equipment)

Many vehicles such as police cars, taxis and trucks have special

equipment installed at the factory, and are identified by a D.S.O.

code, (Domestic Special Order).

D.S.O. codes have been stamped into truck plates since 1957 and

passenger cars since 1962. In. addition, all vehicles delivered since

January 1962 with special equipment, have a blue envelope in the

glove box containing a copy of the Special Equipment Parts List used

on that particular vehicle. The selling dealer also has a yellow copy.

Atypical D.S.O. number might be 13-0645. The (13) indicates the

district (in this example, New York) in which the vehicle was deliv

ered. The (0645) indicates it was the 645th vehicle with special

equipment delivered for the year. On some plates you may find a

D.S.O. number such as (13-) without a second set of numbers. This

is NOT a vehicle with special equipment. The number (13), for ex

ample, refers only to the District (New York) in which the vehicle

was delivered.

To order special equipment parts for vehicles delivered after Janu

ary 1962, simply use the D.S.O. parts list in the glove box. If this list

is not available then use the D.S.O. code on the Identification Plate

or the Certification Label. If neither is available, give your Ford or

Lincoln-Mercury parts manager any information stamped or stenciled
on the part you need. He can then deliver the correct part you request.

Heavy and Extra Heavy Duty trucks built at the Louisville assem

bly plant between August 14,1967 and Mid-Year 1970 have aTruck

Specification List(T.S.L.)in the glove box. From Mid-Year 1970 and

for all 1971 truck models you will find a moisture-proof laminated

T.S.L. located as follows: All units except W, WT-9000, F-700,
F-750, C and CT series with sleeper compartment and

"B"

series cowl

units have the T.S.L. attached to the right hand side of the upper

inner back panel.

The W, WT-9000 series have the T.S.L. attached to the right hand

side of the heater console.

The F-700, F-750 and C and CT series with sleeper compartment

have the T.S.L. attached to the lower rear corner of the right hand

door inner panel.

The
"B"

series cowl models have the T.S.L. placed in the glove

compartment and the customer may attach it in any suitable position

he chooses.



1970-71
FORD and LINCOLN-MERCURY
SAFETY STANDARD CERTIFICATION LABEL

FORD TORINO PINTO MAVERICK MUSTANG

THUNDERBIRD RANCHERO COUGAR MONTEGO

COMET MERCURY CONTINENTAL MARK III

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

MODEL CODE

ASSEMBLY PLANT CODE

MODEL YEAR CODE

"0"

is 1970

"l"

is 1971

TRIM CODE

(Use To Order Interior Trim)

REAR AXLE RATIO CODE

(See Chart Below)

MANUFACTURED BY

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

08/70 THIS VEHICLE CONFORMS

TO ATE APPLICABLE FEDERAL

MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STAN

DARD^ IN FFFFP.T ON DATF. OF

MOTUFACT'JRE SHOWN ABOVE.

MADE IN U.S.A.

ENGINE CODE

(See Chart Below)

-CONSECUTIVE UNIT NO.

BODY CODE

(Use To Order Body Parts)

COLOR CODE

(Use To Order Exterior Paint)

DISTRICT or DISTRICT AND

SPECIAL ORDER CODE

(See Page 2 For Details)

-TRANSMISSION CODE

(See Chart Below)

ENGINE CODES

YEAR CODE CYL. CID CARB. VENTURI

70-71 A 8 460(a) 4V

70-71 B 6 240(b) IV Police

70-71 C 8 429 4V Cobra Jet

70-71 D 8 302(b) 2VTaxi

70-71 E 6 240(b) IV Taxi

70-71 F 8 302 2V

70-71 G 8 302(c) 4V Boss

70-71 H 8 351 2V

1970 J(f)/C(g) S 429 4V Cobra Jet (CJ) Ram Air

1971 J 8 429 4V Cobra Jet (CJ) Ram Air

70-71 K 8 429 2V

70-71 L 6 250 IV

70-71 M 8 351 4V

70-71 N 8 429 4V

1970 P 8 428 4V Police Interceptor

1971 P 8 429 4V Police Interceptor

1970 Q 8 428 4V Cobra Jet

1971 Q 8 351(d) 4V-GT

1970 R(e)/Q(h) 8 428 4V Cobra Jet Ram Air

1971 R 8 351(e) 4V Boss

1971 S 8 400 2V

70-71 T 6 200 IV

70-71 U 6 1700) IV

70-71 V 6 240(b) IV

1971 w 4 1600cc IV Pinto Only

1971 X 4 2000cc 2V Pinto Only

70-71 Y 8 390 2V Regular Fuel

1970 z 8 429 4V Boss

1971 NOTE 1 8 429 4V CJ Super

(a) Lincoln Continental, Mark III

(b) Full Size Ford

(c) 1971 Mustang; 1970 Mustang/
Cougar

(d) Mustang, Cougar

(e) Mustang
(f) Fairlane, Ranchero

(g) Montego

(h) Cougar
(j) 1971 Maverick & Comet; 1970 Maverick

TRANSMISSION CODES

YEAR CODE TRANSMISSION TYPE

Manual

70-71 1 3 Speed

70-71 5t 4 Speed Wide Ratio (2.78 1st Gear)

70-71 6 4 Speed Close Ratio (2.32 1st Gear)

Semi Automatic

1970 V 3-Speed Stick Shift

Automatic

70-71 U C6(XPL)

1970 W C4 (XP3)

1971 W C4 (XP)

70-71 X Cruise-O-Matic(FMX)

70-71 z C6(XPL Special Police)

fPINTO 3.65 1ST GEAR

NOTE 1: To determine identification of the Super Cobra Jet (Drag Pak) engine,
reference must be made to the Cobra Jet engine code PLUS Axle Ratio 3.91; 4.11
Code.

REAR AXLE RATIO CODES

YEAR REGULAR RATIO LOCKING

70-71 2 2.75: 1 K

70-71 3 2.79 1

70-71 4 2.80 1 M

1970 5 2.83 1

70-71 6 3.00 1 0
70-71 B 3.07 1

1970 C 3.08 1

1971
7*

3.18 1

1970 8 3.20 1

70-71 9 3.25 1 R

70-71 A 3.50 1 S

1971
G*

3.55 1

1971
H*

3.92 1

1970 3.91 .1 V

1970 4.30 :1 w

1971 3.91 .1 v

1971 4.11 ;1 Y

PINTO ONLY
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1969
FORD and LINCOLN-MERCURY

CAR IDENTIFICATION PLATES
FORD FAIRLANE FALCON THUNDERBIRD

MUSTANG RANCHERO COUGAR MONTEGO

MERCURY CONTINENTAL MARK III

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

ASSEMBLY PLANT CODE

MODEL YEAR CODE

BODY SERIAL CODE

ENGINE CODE

(See Chart Below)

CONSECUTIVE UNIT NUMBER

NOT FOR TITLE OR REGISTRATION

WARRANTY NUMBER 7opd
MADF 'N

USA

12H 33

CQlOR TWIM DATE DSD. AXllE TRAINS.

BODY TYPE CODE

(Use To Order Body Parts)

COLOR CODE

(Use to Order Exterior Paint)
Non-acrylic Enamel Grey Plate

Acrylic Enamel Black Plate

Acrylic Enamel Gold Plate for

Lincoln Continental only

TRIM CODE

(Use To Order Interior Trim)

TRANSMISSION CODE

(See Chart Below)

REAR AXLE CODE

(See Chart Below)

DISTRICT or DISTRICT AND

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT CODE

(See Page 2 For Details)

Ford Plate Shown. Other

plates same except for

Mercury or Lincoln

Continental logo.

ENGINE CODES

CODE CYL CID CARB VENTURI

A 8 460f 4V

B 6
240* IV Police

D 8 302 2V Police & Taxi

E 6 240 IV Taxi

F 8 302 2V

H 8 351 2V

K 8 429 2V

L 6 250 IV

M 8 351 4V

N 8 429 4V

P 8 428 4V Police Interceptor

Q 8 428 4V Cobra Jet

R 8 428 4V Cobra Jet Ram Air

S 8 390 4V Improved Performance

T 6
200* IV

U 6
170* IV

V 6 240 IV

X 8 390f 2V Premium Fuel

Y 8 390 2V Regular Fuel

fL-M only

*Ford only

TRANSMISSION CODES

CODE TRANSMISSION TYPE

Manual

1

5

6

3 Speed

4 Speed Wide Ratio (2.78 1st Gear)
4 Speed Close Ratio (2.32 1st Gear)

Automatic

U

W

X

z

C6 (XPL)

C4(XP3)
Gruise-O-Matic (FMX)
C6 (XPL Special)

REAR AXLE RATIO CODES

REGULAR

F 2.35

2 2.75

3 2.79

4 2.80

5 2.83

6 3.00

C 3.08

7 3.10

8 3.20

9 3.25

A 3.50

3.91

4.30

RATIO

1 (Mustang only)
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 (Falcon only)

1

1

1

1

LOCKING

K

M

S3

U

Q
R

S

V

W
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TOWING AND

Technical parts and service information published by the

Autolite-Ford Parts Division and distributed by Ford and

Lincoln-Mercury Dealers to assist servicemen in Service

Stations, Independent Garages and Fleets.

IN THIS ISSUE

TOWING AND

TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS Page

Introduction 2

Do's and Don'ts of Towing/Starting . . 3

Before Towing A Vehicle 4

Towing the Capri Safely and
Properly 5

Starting Tips 6-11

TECHNICAL SERVICE BRIEFS 12-15

Be sure and file this and future bulletins for ready

reference. If you have any suggestions for additional

information that you would like to see included in this

publication, please write to: Autolite-Ford Parts Division,

Merchandising Services Dept., P.O. Box 3000, Livonia,
Michigan 48151.

The descriptions and specifications contained in this

publication were in effect at the time it was approved

for printing. Our policy is one of continuous improvement

and we reserve the right to change specifications or design

without notice and without incurring obligation.

AutoliteE^
Copyright 1970

Autolite-Ford Parts Division

Livonia, Michigan

VOL. 71 MSD 17 LITHO IN U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Because there are a greater number of cars on the highways

each year the number of service calls has also increased. But even

more significant is the fact that a great proportion of owners DO

NOT MAINTAIN THEIR CARS PROPERLY. They often fail to have

engines tuned, batteries checked and tested, cooling systems

inspected or such maintenance as fluid level checks.

As a result, service calls are big business!

Is your service outlet prepared to handle just about any kind of

an emergency situation?

Ideally you should have a good wrecker, one that is equipped

with a Towing Dolly, Scotch Blocks, Tow Bar and Sling, and where

necessary, wood block adapters (made in advance) for pulling in

vehicles with special towing problems. See page 5 for details about

towing the new Capri.

Some of the more aggressive service outlets are even equipped

with a two-way radio and car starter. These car starters are the

safest and quickest way for getting a stalled engine started. Ad

vances made in gas-engine/generators have almost obsoleted the

method of using a booster battery and cables. Some of these car

starters are also designed to charge a battery and provide alternat

ing current power for lights and electrically operated tools and

other equipment.

Make it a point to review your own service outlet towing equip
ment and make plans for bringing it up-to-date with the more

modern methods of handling all types of road emergency calls.

HANDLING THE EMERGENCY CALL

Owners who have experienced a breakdown on the road, regard

less of their problem, are visibly upset and tend to be irritable.

Therefore, when a call is received, your main problem at that

moment is to attempt to handle the situation as carefully and as

courteously as possible. Treating him (or her) with a calm but firm

approach will often turn the owner into a loyal customer who will

come in for all his service needs.

Getting off on the right foot is extremely important. Get all the

necessary information on the nature of his (or her) emergency.

Simple breakdowns such as a flat tire or
"out-of-gas"

naturally
pose no difficulty. Find out if the owner heard any unusual noises

prior to the breakdown. Question the owner to determine if the

engine will "crank
over"

but will not start. Ask the owner if he

noticed any unusual odors such as spilled gasoline (carburetor

flooding, fuel line ruptured, etc.).

Often your questioning will reveal if the breakdown is serious

and the car will have to be towed in for repairs ... or if it is only
a minor problem that can be corrected at the scene. Armed with

this information you can decide the best possible method for get

ting the owner back on
"wheels"

again. Generally you can also

determine the amount of time it will take. Nothing gets an owner

"wound
up"

faster than a promise to get to his car at a certain

time . . . then show up an hour later than agreed upon. It is much

better to give yourself some leeway in your emergency scheduling.

Showing up earlier makes you look more professional.

In this issue of Shop Tips you'll find some solid information that

will help you to become even more of a professional service techni

cian. You'll find such valuable service information as Troubleshoot

ing Tips, Towing Tips and a number of pages devoted to the solving
of some of the more unusual technical problems.



TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS

DO'S AND DON'TS OF TOWING/STARTING

CONVERTER

PRESSURE

REGULATOR

VALVE

OIL SCREEN
COOLER RETURN

OIL CHECK

VALVE OIL

COOLER

Figure 1Typical Hydraulic Circuit Showing Only the One Front Pump; 1965 to 1971

Not too long ago, pushing an automatic or manual trans

mission equipped car to get it started was considered an

accepted service practice.

This old-fashioned method still works for stick shifts. How

ever, it should never be done except under extreme emergen

cies. Now is the time to quit this out-dated practice. Not only

is it dangerous in certain situations and under adverse road

conditions, but in some states it is illegal. The exception to

this is when it is necessary to remove the disabled car out of

the traffic lane and onto the road shoulder.

Push starting Ford-built automatic transmission equipped

cars is not possible since the 1965 models came out. These

transmissions have only one pump (see Figure 1) to supply

the necessary hydraulic line pressure needed to operate the

clutch and band pistons.

The front pump is driven by the engine through rotation of

the input shaft. As a result, when the engine does not run, no

hydraulic line pressure can develop. Therefore, the clutches

cannot operate to couple the input and output shafts together.

See Figure 2.

Since there is no rear pump as there is in 1964 and earlier

models (see Figure 3), not only will the engine not turn over

when the car is pushed but the transmission may become

seriously damaged due to a lack of oil pressure and oil flow

necessary for lubricating the internal operating parts such as

the gears and bushings.

PUMP

INPUT SHAFT

FORWARD CLUTCH PLATES

OUTPUT SHAFT

Figure2Pump Operation Necessary to Couple Input and Output

Shafts Together

COOLER RETURN

CHECK VALVE

LUBRICATING

OIL

FILTER OR SCREEN

REAR PUMP

CHECK VALVE

FILTER OR SCREEN

Figure3Typical Hydraulic Circuit Showing Front and Rear Pumps; 1964 and Earlier



TOWING AND

BEFORE TOWING A VEHICLE

There are some definite procedures that should be followed

if you don't want to end up with a damaged vehicle on your

hands. For the 1971 models these procedures are more im

portant than ever.

Always make sure that:

1. The parking brake is released (off).

2. The transmission operates properly. Question the owner

and/or look to see if the transmission has fluid.

3. The rear axle operates properly. Question the owner to

find out if he noticed any abnormal noises in the drive

train before the car stopped.

CA UTION: If the ignition key is not available to unlock the

Anti-Theft Ignition, Steering and Transmission Lock System.

it will be necessary to place a dolly under the rear wheels and

tow the vehicle with the front wheels raised.

4. The attaching chain, towbar or cables should not be at

tached to a bumper or bumper bracket. Make certain the

hookup is attached to a main structural member of the

frame.

NOTE: Ford limits four-wheel towing or towing with the rear

wheels on the pavement to NOTMORE THAN 15 miles with

a maximum speed limit of 30 mph. If the car must be towed

at speeds exceeding 30 mph or for longer distances . . . for

example on freeways or tollways (where permitted by state or

local laws), the rear wheels of the car should be lifted and the

car towed on the front wheels. When this is necessary, make

sure the steering wheel is secured in the straight ahead posi

tion, so as to maintain straight ahead tracking. A special pur

pose piece of equipment can be purchased to accomplish this.

If the car is a late model type with a combination anti-theft

ignition steering and transmission lock system, DO NOT USE

this system to secure the front wheels.

This same procedure must be followed if the transmission

(either manual or automatic) is damaged or inoperative. If

this is not possible, it is advisable to tow the car with the

driveshaft disconnected from the rear axle.

USING BOOSTER BATTERY AND JUMPER CABLES

Whenever you are called upon to start a car with a rundown

battery, always follow these safe practice rules:

Turn off all unnecessary electrical loads. Check all electrical

switches and make sure the ignition key is in the OFF posi

tion.

Place the gear selector lever in Neutral or Park position.

Connect the positive jumper cable (+ or P) from the

booster battery to the positive terminal of the car battery

(+ or P).

Connect the negative jumper cable (- or N) from the

booster battery to the negative terminal of the car battery

(-orN).

CAUTION: If you notice ice has formed in the fill vents or

the electrolyte cannot be seen . . . DO NOT ATTACH

JUMPER CABLES TO THE BATTERY. A frozen battery

should be considered a potential bomb and it may explode

causing serious damage and physical injury. It is far better

to remove the battery from the battery carrier, take it to your

shop or service station and recharge it slowly AFTER it has

thawed out.

Turn the ignition key to the Start position to crank the

engine.

After the engine is running normally, first remove the

negative jumper cable from the terminal of the battery . . .

then disconnect the positive cable.

Figure4Correct Hook-Up of Booster Battery Cables to Vehicle

Battery

NOTE: Ford service engineers have found that instances of

small bulbs being
"burned-out"

can be prevented when using

a booster battery by first reducing engine operation to idle

speed. Then turn on the heater or air conditioner blower

motor BEFORE disconnecting the booster battery cables.
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INTRODUCTION

Air pollution was not considered to be a major issue a

short decade ago. People just didn't think about smoke in

the air as a threat to environment. And few realized they

were actually breathing in contaminants whenever they

inhaled. Now they know.

Before production of automobiles reached the level it

has today, the average man failed to realize the amount of

pollution an automobile engine produced during normal

operation. An automobile has now been recognized as one

of the significant sources of air pollutionat least in terms

of tonnageand steps have been taken to dramatically

reduce the amount of pollutants emitted during normal

driving.

The average person does not have the background or

mechanical know-how to keep his car's pollution control

devices in top working order. And, because control of pollu

tion is necessary if we are to improve the quality of the air

we breathe, someone has to take it upon himself to keep
abreast of pollution control devices. That someone is you.

You have the knowledge and mechanical ability to per

form the necessary adjustments to keep pollution control

devices in operating order. Help clean the air you breathe.

In order to broaden the coverage of Controlling Pollu

tion and explain various portions in greater detail, the

emission control story has been expanded to cover two

separate issues.

This month's issue contains information relating to oper

ating principles of the various components used to reduce

vehicle emissions.

The following issue will contain information relating to

the servicing of emission control devices.
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THE CAUSES OF POLLUTANTS

There are different kinds of air pollution and many

sources of emissions. One of these is a specialized type of air

pollution known as "photochemical
smog."

Automobiles are

a major source of the contaminants which ultimately cause

this type of air pollution. Substances from ordinary trash

burning, gases from industrial processes, and dust from many

sources serve to further intensify the severity of general smog

conditions and complicate solutions to the problem.

Some of these latter sources contribute to an air pollution

problem referred to as particulates. Particulates are very

small amounts of liquids or solids composed of a great variety

of compounds, some of which include carbon, lead, iron,

calcium, sulfates and others. This is the type of air pollution

commonly seen in industrial areas and in large cities. Although

not a primary source, automobiles do produce some particu

late matter which is caused largely by the anti-knock lead

additive in gasoline.

Adding to the complexity and aggravation of air pollution

is "Mother
Nature,"

who
"herself"

is a major polluter too.

Natural sources are responsible for large amounts of hydro

carbons; such as the terpenes produced by growing trees.

Similarly, methane, a natural hydrocarbon produced by
decomposition of vegetable matter in substantial quantities, is

significant to the content of atmospheric contaminants.

To consider air pollution as having only the factors dis

cussed in this brief summary would be over-simplifying its

scope, as there are many intricate aspects and variables we

must consider and understand before we can attain full

success.

Fortunately, state and federal agencies and the industry
researchers are expending great effort to better understand

and then develop appropriate air pollution standards and

controls.

THE FIGHT AGAINST POLLUTION

Extensive research, development and testing procedures

have enabled American automotive manufacturers to achieve

substantial reductions in vehicle exhaust emissions. Now,

there are effective control systems for all major sources of

emissions from automobiles . . . blow-by gases from the

crankcase, exhaust gases from the tailpipe, and evaporation

from the gas tank and carburetor.

In less than a decade, emission levels of unburned hydro

carbons have been reduced by more than 80 percent, carbon

monoxide emissions by almost 70 percent, with controls for

oxides of nitrogen to be effective in 1971 for the State of

California and nationally in 1973.

To better illustrate this progress, five 1971 cars emit less

hydrocarbon than one 1962 model. Similarly, three 1971 cars

emit less carbon monoxide than one 1967 model. See Figures

1 and 2.

70%

REDUCTION

IN

CARBON-MONOXIDE

Figure1Emission Reduction

Figure 2HC & CO Comparisons

THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

The internal combustion engine of the automobile relies on

the use of hydrocarbon fuel . . . gasoline . . . for its operation.

It was learned that unburned hydrocarbons could escape from

four places on the automobilethe fuel tank vent, the carbu

retor, the engine crankcase vent and the exhaust system. The

areas of major concern are control of crankcase vapors and

control of combustion process during idle and deceleration.

The internal combustion used in an automobile engine is

designed to convert or transform the heat energy released

during the process of combustion into mechanical energy for

the purpose of performing work. In order to accomplish this

task, the automobile engine must also be provided with the

essentials of combustion. The fuel, of course, is the gasoline;
which, along with air (compressed), is fed into the combus

tion chamber where the spark plug provides the heat above

the temperature level produced by compression which is

needed to ignite the fuel.

ENGINE BLOW-BY

In spite of the sophisticated control devices on the modern

four-stroke-cycle internal combustion engine, undesirable by
products from controlled internal combustion remain a prob

lem ... a problem which, through urbanization, has become

national in its scope. Theoretically, the piston and ring assem

bly form a
"gas-tight"

seal as it moves along the cylinder walls.

However, the extremely high pressure created during the com
pression and power strokes of the internal combustion proc

ess, produces unavoidable leaks commonly known as blow-by.
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"Blow-by,"

then, is the name given to the high pressure

gases that escape past the engine piston rings into the crank

case during both the compression and power strokes. The con
dition becomes more pronounced on high mileage (worn)
engines because of the growing imperfection of the sealing
characteristics of the rings at the cylinder wall. Blow-by is

comprised mostly of unburned fuel-air mixture.

In order to understand the conditions leading to engine

blow-by, let's look at the function of each of the engine

components related to the
"sealing"

of the combustion

chamber.

Think of the engine as an air pump. On the intake stroke,
the piston moves downward and creates a low pressure

(VACUUM) area on top of the piston. Air from the atmos

phere mixed with fuel from the carburetor then rushes in to

fill that space. On the compression stroke, the piston moves

upward and squeezes the air-fuel mixture into a smaller

space ... a variable which depends upon the
"design"

char

acteristics which determine compression ratio. The valve,

cylinder head and top surface of the piston trap the air in

the area referred to as the combustion chamber; the piston

compression rings provide a less-than-perfect seal at the

bottom of the chamber, but a perfect
"seal"

at this point is

not practical. From a cost standpoint, reducing friction by
raising surface finish specifications is prohibitive. Decreasing

ring clearance at the cylinder wall is also prohibitive ... in

this case . . . functionally. As a result
"blow-by,"

as shown in

Figure 3 is a "necessary
evil."

On the power stroke, the expanding vapors drive the piston

downward, and again, some of the vapors are forced by the

compression rings to enter the crankcase as unburned "blow-

by"

vapors.

On the exhaust stroke, the exhaust valve is open and the

upward movement of the piston forces the
"burned"

vapors

out of the combustion chamber into the exhaust manifold.

The vapors blown into the crankcase eventually escape into

the atmosphere along with the exhaust gases emitted from the

engine's exhaust system.

EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM TYPES

In both examples of combustion, that of trash burning and

that of internal combustion in the automobile engine, the

combustion process was controlled to perform a specific task.

However, no provisions were made to control the by-products

of combustion. They were simply dissipated into the atmos

phere.

It is this aspect of combustion, the emitting of unburned

hydrocarbons into the atmosphere, that has resulted in public

concern and recently in government legislation regulating the

level at which man-made air pollutants may be released.

Unburned hydrocarbons from the automobile engine are

one of the
"offenders"

which the law has specified as a pollu

tant to be controlled. In response, improved burning within

the combustion chambers and re-routing of blow-by vapors

to the combustion chamber through existing ventilation sys

tems is the control measure being adopted by most of the

automobile industry.

Ford, as well as other automobile manufacturers, has con

ducted extensive research, development, test and evaluation

programs to determine the most feasible approach to con

trolling vehicle emissions. The results of these programs are

apparent in the variety of emission control devices and sys

tems appearing on today's automobiles.

With these observations having been made, we will aim at

explaining the operating principles and service procedures

which apply to the more representative systems now in use.

In this respect, we will cover:

1. Crankcase Emission Controls

(Positive Crankcase Ventilation)

2. Exhaust Emission Controls

(Improved Combustion and Air Injection Systems)

CRANKCASE EMISSION CONTROL

As we have suggested, the combustion process does take

place under
"controlled"

conditions in the internal combus

tion engine. Maximum power from this process depends

largely upon the high pressures developed in the combustion

Figure3Blow-By in the Four-Stroke-Cycle Engine
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INTRODUCTION

This issue contains service procedures for keeping pol

lution control devices on the automobile in proper work

ing order. As a person who makes your living at correct

ing mechanical problems, you can well realize why it

is important to keep such devices in good repair. You

know how important a tune-up is and how it can affect

the overall performance of an engine. Fouled spark plugs

or worn ignition points not only reduce fuel economy and

engine power, but allow a greater percentage of unburned

fuel vapors to reach the exhaust system. If the car is

equipped with pollution control devices that are not work

ing properly or are disconnected, these vapors will reach

the atmosphere as air pollutants.

Fortunately, the average driver is beginning to realize

that he has pollution control devices on his car, and he is

becoming more receptive to the idea that if he keeps his
car in good repair it will perform better and he will be

doing his part to reduce pollution.

Unfortunately, there are many drivers who do not go

along with the average motorist, and their cars usually
are driven until they stop in the street before they get

attention. These are the people you, as a service tech

nician, have to do a selling job on to make them aware

of what they can do to fight pollution.

First, emission control devices cannot do their job if

other systems on the car are in need of repair. Emission

control devices cannot do their job properly if the exhaust

system or cooling system is not working properly or if

the engine has worn parts. This is especially true with

cars that are a few years old or have not been maintained

regularly. So, you will have to fix a problem before you

begin any work on an emission control device.
You may run into a customer who asks if emission con

trol devices really do reduce air polluting contaminants.

Show the customer the charts in the last month's issue
and explain what effect pollution control devices have
had already on reducing the amount of pollutants that

reach the atmosphere from automobiles. Remind every
customer that he has the power to do his share in

making the car he drives as pollution free as is mechan

ically possible. Cleaner air is a large return on a small

investment in pollution control device maintenance.
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SERVICE PROCEDURES

ANALYZING EXHAUST EMISSIONS

fn the
'old'

days, before anyone really thought about exhaust

vapors being a source for air polluting contaminants, me

chanics used an exhaust gas analyzer to check air/fuel ratios

during the engine tune-up process. These ratio meters relied

upon a rich fuel mixture for air/fuel ratio detection.

As newer emission control devices were developed, the

air/fuel ratio detection meters were no longer accurate be

cause the new emission controlled engines ran on leaner air/

fuel mixtures and an accurate ratio reading could not be ob

tained. This need led to the development of an exhaust emis

sion analyzer that measures the amount of carbon monoxide

(CO) and unburned hydrocarbons (HC) in the exhaust vapors.

Figure 1.

Figure 1Exhaust Emission Analyzer

USING THE EXHAUST EMISSION ANALYZER

The typical analyzer uses a pick-up probe that collects data

after it is inserted into the tail pipe of the running car. To

insure accurate readings, the exhaust system should be leak-

free and the probe should be inserted into the tail pipe a mini

mum of 18 inches. Turn on the analyzer and let the instru

ment warm up to normal operating temperature so the meters

are stable before you take a reading.

With the engine running at curb idle and the air cleaner

installed, place the
"COMPOSITE-INDIVIDUAL"

switch

in the
"COMPOSITE"

position and wait for the carbon mon

oxide meter to stabilize.

After the carbon monoxide meter has stabilized, hold

the
"COMPOSITE-INDIVIDUAL"

switch in the "INDI
VIDUAL"

position and record the reading of both meters-

after thev have stabilized. Release the switch.

TEST CONCLUSIONS

1. If the carbon monoxide meter registered in the GREEN

portion of the scale, or within specifications, and the com

bustion meter registered RED or YELLOW, the carbu

retor air/ fuel mixture and idle speed are correct; how

ever, the vehicle's combustion system requires attention.

Check the spark plugs, points, timing, compression, etc.

After finding the problem and correcting trouble, repeat

the test. The combustion meter should register i"n the

GREEN, or within specifications.

2. If the carbon monoxide meter registers RED on the scale,

or above specifications, and the combustion meter registers

GREEN on the scale, or within specifications, the air/fuel

mixture is too rich. To correct the problem, a carburetor

adjustment may be required. Place the analyzer switch

in the
"COMPOSITE"

position and adjust the idle mixture

and/or idle speed adjusting screws on the carburetor. If

the meter docs not register in the GREEN portion of the

scale after adjusting the idle mixture and/or idle speed,

check for other causes of a rich carburetion condition. A

sticking choke, dirty air cleaner, dirty PCV valve, etc.,

are possible sources of trouble. Repeal the test after mak

ing corrections.

3. If both meters register in the RED or YELLOW portion

of the scale or above specifications, the carburetion and

combustion systems may need a major overhaul to bring
exhaust emissions down to an acceptable level.

NOTE: Always correct the combustion problem first.

IGNITION AND

COMBUSTION TESTS

Ignition timing is an adjustment necessary to bring the

instant firing of the spark plug into its correct time relation

ship with the position of the piston. Igniting the fuel at the

right instant, under all load and speed conditions, is a deter

mining factor in the performance and economy of the auto

mobile engine. Now, with the introduction of the emission

control systems, timing, advance and retard have become

even more important. As an example: if the engine timing
is advanced 5 degrees beyond specifications the hydrocarbon

emissions will increase 60 parts per million in the exhaust

vapors.

Accurate engine timing requires the use of a strobe-flash

timing light. The flash of the strobe light is simultaneous with

the firing of the number one spark plug. Correct engine timing
is indicated by the alignment of the engine timing pointer and

a specified engine timing mark.

Equipment manufacturers have developed a timing light

with a meter that checks the advance or retard in degrees.

thus enabling the service technician to test the total timing
mechanism with the distributor on the engine.
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Due to the more sophisticated timing requirements, there

have to be additional control valves to control vacuum to the

distributor under all speed and load conditions.

The operating principles of these valves have been dis

cussed previously but, of course, we must be able to service

them in the event of a malfunction. Most vehicle manufac

turers use either one or both of these valves.

NOTE: When setting initial timing be sure to disconnect the

hoses from the vacuum advance and plug the hoses. A golf

tee or any similar object may be used as the tool to do this

job.

SERVICING THE DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM

CONTROL VALVE

The distributor vacuum control valve is also referred to as

a temperature-sensing valve.

I . Before you begin the test, make sure all vacuum hoses are

installed and routed properly.

2. Attach a tachometer to the engine.

3. Start the engine and allow it to warm up to normal oper

ating temperature. Check the choke plate and make sure

it isin the vertical position. THE ENGINE MUST NOT

BE OVERHEATED.

4. Note the engine idle rpm with the transmission in neutral

and the carburetor throttle in the curb idle position.

5. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the intake manifold at

the temperature-sensing valve and plug or clamp the hose.

6. Note the engine idle rpm with the hose disconnected. If

there is no change in idle speed, the valve is acceptable

to this point. If there is a drop in idle speed of 100 rpm

or more, the valve should be replaced.

7. Verify that the correct radiator cap is installed and that

the all-season cooling mixture is up to manufacturer's

specifications.

8. Cover the radiator sufficiently to bring on a high temper

ature condition. Run the engine until the red (high-tem

perature) light comes on indicating an above normal

temperature.

If the engine idle speed by this time has increased 100 rpm

or more, the temperature-sensing valve is satisfactory. If the

idle speed does not increase sufficiently, replace the valve.

CA UTION:

Do not permit the engine to operate in an over

heated condition any longer than necessary to

determine that the valve is good or bad.

DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM CONTROL

VALVE TEST WITH VACUUM GAUGE

Using the above procedure, substitute a vacuum gauge for

the tachometer. See Figure 2. Note the vacuum gauge read

ing with the gauge connected to the distributor outlet on the

temperature-sensing valve.

1. With engine temperature normal, the gauge should read

near zero inches of vacuum (venturi vacuum) with the

other hoses connected.

2. Repeat steps #7 and #8 of test to bring engine to a high

temperature.

3. With the engine overheated, the vacuum gauge should

read sixteen (16) inches of vacuum or more (manifold

vacuum).

The valve should be replaced if the gauge readings are not

satisfactory.

nn ENGINE TEMPERATURE

NORMAL

ENGINE OVERHEATED

CARBURETOR

TO DISTRIBUTOR

Figure2Testing Vacuum Control Valve With Vacuum Gauge

DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM ADVANCE

CONTROL VALVE TEST

The distributor vacuum advance control valve also referred

to as the distributor vacuum deceleration valve, is one of the

methods used to control timing during enigne deceleration.

The following testing procedure for the distributor vacuum

advance control valve is for Ford-built vehicles only. See

Figure 3.

1 . Connect a tachometer to the engine and start the engine.

Let the engine run until it reaches normal operating

temperature.

2. Connect a vacuum gauge to the distributor vacuum line.

The distributor vacuum line and the tee fitting should

have approximately the same inside diameter or the

reading on the gauge will not be accurate.
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Automotive internal combustion piston engines can be thought

of as being basically "heat
machines."

They cannot develop usable

power unless they create heat. And, within certain limits the hotter

they run the more efficient they become.

However, only a small part of the heat produced by the burning

air-fuel mixture in the combustion chamber . . . where temperatures

often reach over 4000 degrees F. can be utilized for power output to

drive the wheels. Waste heat from combustion and heat generated

by friction must be removed.

In a typical water cooled automotive engine approximately
one-

half the waste heat is removed with the exhaust gas and the other half

is removed through the cooling system. See Figure 1 for a rough com

parison of Heat Input from an operating engine and the amount of

Heat Removal.

Not well known is the fact that a car's engine dissipates heat by

THREE major methods; direct radiation to the surrounding air . . .

through the exhaust system and of course into the cooling system!

Roughly 25,000,000 units of heat . . . often termed BTU's (British

Thermal Units) are dissipated in 10,000 miles of ordinary driving.

And, as one industry research source claims, heavy driving with

a high output engine can reject enough heat energy into a cooling

system to melt an average 200 pound engine block in just a few

minutes!

Why doesn't the engine just melt into a pool of hot molten metal

since cast iron melts around 2500 degrees F., steel gets red hot at

around 1500 degrees F. and aluminum melts at about 1200 degrees F.?

Naturally, it is due to the ability of the cooling system to properly

handle the tremendous heat load.

To do this, as one example, the water pump of Ford's 240 cubic

inch 6-cylinder engine is designed to pump about 696,000 gallons

of coolant in 200 hours of operation at an engine speed of 4000 rpm.

Many of the larger V-8 powerplants have pumps that handle even

greater volumes than that.

What happens when the engine cooling system is neglected and

loses its efficiency?

Common problems that develop whenever metal temperatures are

not controlled by proper cooling include pre- ignition, power loss,

knock, burned and scored pistons, warped and burned valves and

lubrication failures.

As you can see, modern cooling systems have a real tough job

to do and must do it with a high level of efficiency. Thus, keeping

the cooling system at its peak performance requires a complete main

tenance tune-up . . . preferably twice a year.
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COOLING SYSTEM

FUNCTION/PURPOSE

MAINTAINING COOLING

SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

The job assigned to the cooling system is to remove the

waste heat from combustion and the heat generated by fric

tion. However, it is interesting to note that the operating

parts of the engine are cooled not only by the cooling system

but to some degree by the lubrication system and to a smaller

extent by the fuel system. And, not only does the cooling

system serve to prevent the heat produced in the combustion

chamber from damaging or melting pistons, valves and cyl

inder heads, but to also partially control the operating tem

perature of the crankcase oil.

So you see, the cooling system, operating quietly and un

observed within the confines of metal castings, synthetic rub

ber hoses and thin-wall tubing of the radiator, has a major

job to perform ... a job that many car owners fail to realize

is important to the operating efficiency of their engine. Your

help in reminding owners of periodic cooling system tune-

ups is therefore needed.

To keep the car owner's cooling system operating at peak

efficiency, the radiator and engine castings must have clean

surfaces (both externally and internally) with the other units

such as the radiator, thermostat, pressure cap and water pump

performing within the limits designed by the car maker. Fan

belt tension must be correct and all hoses must be clean

and clamps tight.

Ford service engineers recognize the close relationship of

every part in the cooling system to the operating efficiency

of other engine systems such as the fuel system, exhaust sys

tem, and lubrication system.

Therefore, it makes good sense to advise your service cus

tomers that Ford's recommendations of coolant type . . . ther

mostat operating temperatures and cooling system mainte

nance schedules should be rigidly followed to get the maxi

mum, overall engine performance and reliability.

RADIATOR PRESSURE CAP

RADIATOR

BYPASS PASSAGE

WATER PUMP

THERMOSTAT

HEAT

COOLANT

COOLANT
HEATER

CONTROL

VALVE

RADIATOR

DRAIN VALVE

AUTOMATIC

TRANSMISSION

COOLER

FAN BELT

Figure 2Typical Units in a Modern V-8 Cooling System. Each part is Important to the Efficient Operation of the Cooling sv.siem and

Overall Engine Performance.



EFFECTS OF POOR COOLING SYSTEM OPERATION

Since it is so important to control the temperature range

of the coolant in order to maintain top engine efficiency, let's

examine for a moment the problems that develop with a

poorly operating cooling system. And no doubt about it, seri

ous damage can occur and your customers should be advised

of the consequences.

RUNNING TOO HOT

For one thing, an engine operating too hot will cause the

engine oil temperature to rise to an excessive heat range

and thus form varnish-like deposits on metal parts. These

deposits can interfere with the close tolerances in today's

engines and upset the efficiency and power output.

Metal parts that are running to extremes of high tempera

ture because of an overheated cooling system generally

cause burned valves . . . scored pistons and damaged

bearings.

Increased oil temperature lowers the oil viscosity and

allows it to pass through smaller clearances . . . therefore

contributing to an increase in oil consumption.

Lowered oil viscosity will also decrease the strength of the

oil film and thus lessen main bearing life, camshaft bear

ing life and connecting rod bearing life.

The water combines with the oil and forms a thick sludge

which may block the oil pump screen, plug small oil lines

and passages leading to the valve train and gum-up piston

rings, valve stems, valve
lifters.

At normal operating temperatures the water and the un

burned fuel is more completely vaporized and returned to

the intake manifold/carburetor through the action of the

positive crankcase ventilation system.

OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING

THE COOLING SYSTEM

Efficiency of the cooling system can be upset by any one

of the following:

Late or severely retarded ignition timing may lead to an

engine overheating condition and can also cause the exhaust

valves to literally
"burn-up."

Since the exhaust system normally removes as much waste

heat as the cooling system . . . anything that reduces the
"free-flow"

of exhaust gases (thus increasing back pres

sure) will result in greater temperatures in the exhaust

areas. And if the cooling system is not able to carry away

this increased heat load . . . the results will be a loss of

power and early failure of the exhaust valves.

RUNNING TOO COLD

An engine running cold will result in excessive wear of

internal operating parts due to the formation of acids . . .

improper running clearances . . . poor combustion and an

increase in the amount of pollutants sent out into the atmo

sphere along with the exhaust gases.

Cylinder wall wear can be EIGHT TIMES GREATER

with coolant operating at a temperature of 100 degrees F.

or colder as compared with 180 degrees F. temperature.

Maximum efficiency of Ford-built engines requires a cool

ant operating temperature of at least 175 degrees F.

Operating temperature of an engine running below the car

maker's designed level can also cause an equally bad en

gine lubricating problem, wastes fuel, causes poor per

formance.

If the cooling system is operating near its limit and the

automatic transmission fluid is running excessively hot be

cause of a low fluid level or poor mechanical adjustments,

the end result can lead to an overheated cooling system and

transmission problems.

An air conditioning condenser reduces air flow through the

cooling system radiator fins. Also, the condenser gives off

heat so that the air reaching the radiator is warmer than

one with no air conditioning. It is an important factor to

consider when installing one of the
"hang-on"

types of air

conditioners and the reason these manufacturers stress the

need for the cooling system to be thoroughly checked

during installation.

Brakes that are "too
tight"

or
"dragging"

cause the engine

to work harder to reach and maintain a specific road speed,

resulting in an overheating condition.

To illustrate this further, let's examine what happens when

fuel is burned in the combustion chamber. The burning
of one gallon of fuel produces about one gallon of water

. r . most of it passes out the exhaust system. However,

some of the water vapor along with partially burned fuel

may blow by the piston rings and into the crankcase. When

this happens, the motor oil is diluted and lubricating effi

ciency is reduced.

Pulling trailers that exceed the limits on weight, tongue

load, or specific frontal area (causing increased wind re

sistance) for the particular car being driven will cause an

extra burden to be placed on the cooling system and of

course on an automatic transmission, too. When these con

ditions take place, the chances of the cooling system reach

ing the overheat stage and/or the automatic transmission

becoming severely damaged is greatly increased.
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Generally when you hear the term "Air
Conditioning"

or

an "Air-Conditioned
Car,"

the very first thing that comes to

mind is cold air.

However, a factory installed air conditioning system con

trols much more than that. It affects the temperature of the

car's interior, the humidity level, the purity and the movement

of air.

And, it also provides the vehicle with a comfortable, rest

ful compartment in which the driver and occupants ride.

AIR CONDITIONING COMPLAINTS

Whenever an owner of an air-conditioned car or truck pulls

into your service area or service center for help, the com

plaint is usually one of a very broad nature. Normally you'll

hear that the system is not providing any cooling . . . not

enough cooling . . . inconsistent cooling ... or a noise that

develops whenever the system is turned on.

As the service technician, you must then, through your

specialized training, knowledge and theory of air condition

ing systems, isolate the cause of the owner complaint and be

able to take the necessary service steps to get the system back

in proper operation.

To do this, a number of specialized skills are needed. For

one thing, it is necessary to be able to hook up pressure test

ing gauges and be able to interpret their readings. You'll also

need to know exactly how to use refrigerant (R-12) leak test

ing equipment. Another skill is knowing how to discharge,

purge, evacuate, and charge an air conditioning system. How

to check and add refrigerant oil is also a necessary skill.

It is not uncommon for a malfunction occurring in one

part of the system to show up as a problem in another part of

the system. So, you as the serviceman must be able to main

tain an open, alert mind. You must remember that for any

one complaint there are usually a dozen or more probable

causes. Each of these causes then must be pursued and

eliminated.

Many times a searching, thorough inspection will uncover

the cause of the complaint. And to save time and effort, you

as the service technician should always work from the most

obvious reasons for the complaint on down to the most time

consuming test procedures.

In this issue of Shop Tips we intend to cover the details for

performing the subjects mentioned. However, attending a

training class plus careful reading of car division Shop
Manuals is considered a must if you are to become a qualified

specialist in the ever increasing field of Air Conditioner

(A/C) service.
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AIR CONDITIONING

HOW THE AUTOMOTIVE REFRIGERATION CYCLE FUNCTIONS

In the course of operation, the "Refrigeration
Cycle"

is

repeated over and over again as the refrigerant (R-12) is cir

culated within a set of closed lines and through other units

that make up the air conditioning system.

Physical laws that never vary are the basis of this refriger

ation system. These specific laws and what happens to the

R-12 are covered in the following explanation of system

operation.

To begin with, refrigerant in the EVAPORATOR is re

moved by the COMPRESSOR which lowers the pressure-

temperature of the R-12 in the evaporator tubes. In other

words, heat from the warm air blowing over these tubes and

fins causes the R-12 to boil. Thus a physical change occurs as

the liquid R-12 turns into a low pressure vapor. This air

passing through the evaporator gives up its heat to the evapo

rator vapor (gas). And, because any liquid (including water)

requires a large amount of heat in order to change to a vapor,

the boiling (vaporizing) R-12 absorbs a great amount of heat

from the air. As a result, air leaving the evaporator feels cool

to the driver and occupants.

The vapor then travels through the SUCTION LINE (also

called the LOW-PRESSURE LINE) and enters the compres

sor. Compressing any vapor increases its pressure and also

increases its temperature. As a result, the compressed vapor

leaving the compressor is a high temperature, high pressure

vapor that is hotter than the outside (ambient) air.

Next, the vapor travels through the HIGH PRESSURE

(also called the DISCHARGE) LINE, and enters the CON

DENSER. At this point of the cycle, the R-12 in the con

denser is under high pressure that forces it to condense

(return to a liquid) at a temperature above outside air tem

perature. Now, when relatively cool outside air passes through

the condenser, the loss of heat to the outside air causes the

R-12 to change to a liquid R-12.

At this point of the cycle, the R-12 passing through the

condenser exchanges its heat for the relative coolness of the

outside air.

Because any vapor requires the removal of a large amount

of heat in order to change back to a liquid (as steam back to

water) the R-12 loses a great amount of heat to the outside

air as it condenses while flowing through the condenser coils.

Liquid R-12 at the bottom of the condenser then travels to the

RECEIVER-DEHYDRATOR.

The R-12 remains a high pressure liquid but now it is

cooler than the vapor that entered the condenser. It then

travels through the receiver-dehydrator and through the

HIGH PRESSURE (liquid line) to the THERMOSTATIC

EXPANSION VALVE. It is at this point that the liquid

R-12 is metered into the EVAPORATOR. When the R-12

enters the evaporator where the pressure is low (approx

imately 30 p.s.i.) its temperature drops to 33 degrees F..

and the liquid R-12 boils (vaporizes) and the cycle is repeated

again and again when the system is functioning properly.

1. HEAT REMOVED FROM

CAR INTERIOR

VAPORIZES LOW

PRESSURE LIQUID R-12

LOW-PRESSURE LINE

R-12 RETURNS TO

COMPRESSOR AS LOW

PRESSURE VAPOR

3 R-12 LEAVES COMPRESSOR AS

A HIGH PRESSURE-HIGH

TEMPERATURE VAPOR

EXPANSION VALVE

HIGH PRESSURE LIQUID

CHANGES TO LOW

PRESSURE LIQUID R-12

AT THIS POINT

HIGH-PRESSURE

LINE

5. LIQUID R-12 IS STORED

HERE UNTIL NEEDED

RECEIVER-DEHYDRATOR

4. UPON REMOVAL OF HEAT,
VAPOR BECOMES HIGH

PRESSURE LIQUID R-12

Figure 1Basic Refrigeration Cycle
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TESTING THE A/C SYSTEM

NOTE: Before performing a Compressor Test or a Perform

ance Test, make a complete visual inspection of the A/C

system. Look for obstructed air passages; broken drive belts;

disconnected or broken wires; a loose clutch; a broken,

cracked or loose mounting bracket.

HOW TO USE THE COMPRESSOR

SERVICE VALVES

When the service valves are in the BACK-SEATED posi

tion, both valves are cut off from the manifold gauge set. See

Figure 2. In this position, the low-pressure valve is OPEN

between the suction side of the compressor and the evaporator

while the high-pressure valve is OPEN between the discharge

side of the compressor and the condenser. This is the normal

operating position of the service valves.

In the FRONT-SEATED position, the low-pressure valve

cuts off the suction side of the compressor from the evapo

rator while the high-pressure valve cuts off the discharge side

of the compressor from the condenser.

In the MID-POSITION, the valves are OPEN between the

gauge manifold set, the refrigeration system, and the com

pressor.

HOW TO MAKE A COMPRESSOR TEST

Attach the manifold gauge set to the service valves at the

compressor. It is not necessary to attach the R-12 tank or the

vacuum pump.

Make sure both manifold gauge set valves are at the
full-

clockwise (closed) position.

Now, turn the low-pressure service valve to the front-

seated (full clockwise) position and turn the high-pressure

service valve to the back-seated (full-counterclockwise)

position.

Start the engine and let it run at idle speed. Set the A/C

controls at their maximum cooling position to engage the

compressor clutch. CAUTION: Perform this test for 30 sec

onds only. Then, to avoid damaging the compressor, quickly

disengage the clutch by returning the A/C controls to the off

position.

The low-pressure (suction) gauge should reach 20 inches

of vacuum within the 30 seconds of operation and also should

remain below zero (0) psi for at least one minute.

If the compressor does not meet these two conditions after

at least THREE cycles of clutch engagement, the compressor

has either a blown head gasket or leaking valves.

Remove the compressor head and inspect the valve plate

and gaskets for damage. Replace parts as necessary.

Replace the compressor if the cylinder walls are scored or

pieces of metal are found imbedded in the piston heads.

HOW TO CHECK FOR REFRIGERANT LEAKS

With the manifold gauge set attached to the compressor

service valves, make sure that both manifold gauge valves

are at their maximum clockwise position.

Set both service valves at their center (mid) position. Both

gauge valves should show about 60 to 80 pounds of pressure

at 75 degrees F. with the engine not running.

BACK SEATED

(FULL COUNTER
CLOCKWISE'

NORMAL OPERATION

FRONT SEATED

(FULL CLOCKWI:

SYSTEM CLOSEC

COMPRESSOR

VALVE IN

MID-POSITION

MID-POSITION

FOR SERVICE

PROCEDURES

Figure2The Three Positions of the Compressor Service Valves
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IMPORTANT

The laws of several states now provide that the implied warranty
of fitness for intended purpose may not be disclaimed by an

express written warranty.

Salesmen selling vehicles or parts to be used for towing or

hauling of other accessories such as campers are obligated to

advise customers of the suitability of the product sold for the

purposes intended. If a salesman sells a hitch to a customer

who has made known the type of towing intended, the salesman

must advise the customer of the limits of the particular hitch

being sold.

Be sure to file this and future issues for ready reference. If you have

any suggestions for articles that you would like to see included in this

publication, please write to: Autolite-Ford Parts Division, Merchandis

ing Services Dept, P.O. Box 3000, Livonia, Michigan 48151.

The information in this publication was gathered from materials re

leased by the National Service Department of Autolite-Ford, Ford and

Lincoln-Mercury Divisions, as well as other vehicle and parts manu

facturers. The descriptions and specifications contained in this issue

were in effect at the time it was approved for printing. Our policy is

one of continuous improvement and we reserve the right to change

specifications or design without notice and without incurring obligation.
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Livonia, Michigan
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INTRODUCTION

Recreation has taken the fancy of more and more families

in the country. An increasing number of people are taking to

the road to visit other sections of North America.

People on the move have changed their methods of travel.

The days of loading up the trunk and putting what won't fit

on the car-top carrier have lost favor with a great number of

the wandering folk. Luxury, comfort and style is the goal of

today's travelers. The producers of recreational equipment

recognized the need for sophisticated travel equipment and

began to improve and develop new products.

Ford's engineers accepted their task in stride and designed

equipment that would safely haul trailers; also, new methods

of cooling engines and transmissions were developed and

made available to the travel-minded customer. Suspension

systems were developed to make trailer towing a smoother

operation. Even the frames of certain models were revised to

maintain a luxury ride while pulling a boat or trailer through

the back-country.

This season, you may be called upon to offer advice on

selecting and using the latest trailer towing equipment. You

should be prepared to answer questions such as, "Do I need

a transmission oil
cooler?"

or, "Is my suspension adequate

for my larger
trailer?"

Be prepared to accommodate your customers with the cor

rect answers and the proper products to solve their trailering
problems. Remember, service and sales from you play an

important role in keeping your
customers'

trailers running

properly and safely. Keep a stock of Autolite wire and cable

service items on hand to take care of emergency on-the-spot

repairs. Another point to remember, trailer lights may require

a larger capacity turn signal flasher and may even overload

the car wiring. Suggest having a Ford Trailer Wiring Harness,
C7AZ-15A416A installed. Check your supply of Autolite

Heavy Duty flashers.

Trailer towing enthusiasts are also good prospects for items

such as: fire extinguishers . . . trailer towing mirrors . . .

reflector flare kits . . . compass . . . hitches . . . hitch ball . . .

and for those who are about to buy a trailer, information

about the proper trailer hitch. This issue of Shop Tips has

information covering passenger car trailering requirements.

If additional information is needed, we'll be glad to be of

assistance.



TRAILER TOWING

TRAILER CLASSIFICATIONS

Trailers vary in size and in weight. The Society of Automo

tive Engineers divided these weights into three classifications,

as shown in the chart below:

CLASS 1 CLASS II CLASS III

Light

Weight

Medium

Weight
Heavy
Weight

Gross

Trailer

Weight

Limits

Up to
2000 lbs.

2000-

3500 lbs.

3500-

5000 lbs.

Tongue

Loads
Up to

200 lbs.

200-

500 lbs.
Up to
700 lbs.

NOTE: If a trailer in the Class I weight category has a frontal

area of more than 25 square feet, it should be considered in

the Class II category. The reason is the increased area creates

greater wind resistance and puts a greater strain on the towing

vehicle.

The gross weight of a trailer is measured when the trailer

is fully loaded. This includes a full supply of water in the

storage tanks and as much gear as the owner plans to take on

a trailering trip.

The tongue weight is the weight on the ball of the hitch.

Each class of trailer requires the towing vehicle to be

properly equipped. This issue of Shop Tips is designed to help
you advise your customers on selecting and equipping Ford

and Lincoln-Mercury Division vehicles for trailer towing. The

explanations and charts found on the following pages are

based on factory-tested engineering principles. From the in

formation listed, you will be able to determine which Ford,

Mercury or Lincoln cars are best suited for the different types

of trailer towing.

Remember, optional trailering equipment offered for Ford,

Mercury and Lincoln vehicles is specifically designed for the

job and is often installed while the car is still in the process

of being assembled. A vehicle's power train, for example, is

made up with components that are interrelated and the
proper

combination of engine, transmission, driveshaft and rear axle

requires very careful consideration. It is safer to pull a
Class I

trailer with a vehicle equipped to handle Class III trailers

than it is to try to make an attempt at towing a Class III

trailer with a vehicle equipped for Class I loads.

Options, like Ford's Traction-Lok rear axles, can be of

vital importance when maximum traction is necessarypull

ing large boats up ramps or towing a trailer on a muddy road.

SELECTING A HITCH

Two types of trailer hitches are recommended for trailer

towing. For Class I trailer hauling, gross weights up to 2000

lbs. and tongue loads up to 200 lbs., a simple non-equalizing

ball hitch can be used. These hitches are available as acces

sories and may be obtained and installed at our dealership.

Figure 1Typical Non-Equalizing Hitch

When hitch loads exceed 200 lbs. on passenger cars and

350 lbs. on light trucks, a load equalizing hitch must be used.

This type of hitch attaches to the frame or underbody of the

vehicle and distributes the trailer tongue load to the towing

vehicle's front and rear wheels and to the trailer wheels. The

result is more equal distribution of the load to help keep both

the trailer and the car level for safer driving and easier han

dling. See Figure 2.

NOTE: AXLE HITCHES ARE NOT RECOM

MENDED FOR ANY SIZE TRAILER

DUE TO THE UNUSUAL WAY IN

WHICH THEY STRESS SUSPENSION

COMPONENTS.

Figure 2One Type of Load-Equalizing Hitch
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TRAILER TOWING CAPABILITY

The following chart shows the trailer classes each Ford,

Mercury or Lincoln car can be equipped to tow, and the type

of hitch required.

TRAILER CLASSIFICATION

FORD CLASS CLASS CLASS

DIVISION 1*0)
II**

(a)
III**

(a)

Full-Size Ford X X X

Thunderbird X X X

Torino X X

Mustang X

Maverick X

Falcon X

Ranchero X X

Bronco X

LINCOLN-MERCURY

DIVISION

CLASS
I*

(a)

CLASS
II**

(a)

CLASS
III**

(a)

Mark III X

Lincoln-Continental X

Full-Size Mercury X

Montego and Cyclone X

Cougar X

"Non-Equalizing Trailer Hitch is sufficient (an Autolite accessory).

"Load-Equalizing Trailer Hitch required. Reliable hitch installers are qualified to fabricate

and install them.

a. Tongue Loads over 200 lbs. Require load-equalizing hitch.

In many cases, all that is needed is a Ford non-equalizing

hitch, a four-wire connector plug and a heavy-duty turn

signal flasher for towing Class I trailers.

Class II and Class III trailers require additional equipment

for safe and efficient towing. Refer to the charts on the fol

lowing pages for recommended equipment suggested for each

car line.

SAFE TRAILERING EQUIPMENT

SAFETY CHAINS

The use of safety chains between the
trailer and the towing

vehicle should not be taken lightly. Many states make the

use of safety chains mandatory. The reason is obvious-any

failure in the connection between the towing vehicle and the

trailer would allow a trailer not connected to the towing

vehicle with the proper size safety chain to wander across to

other lanes of traffic. This could prove to be a very danger

ous hazard to other unsuspecting drivers on the
road.

Safety chains always should be crossed under the tongue

of the trailer to prevent the tongue from dropping to the

ground in the event of a coupling failure. The following
coil-

steel welded chain sizes are suggested as the minimum for

each Class size of trailer:

TRAILER CLASS TRADE CHAIN SIZE

CLASS I

CLASS II

CLASS III

3/16 inch

1/4 inch

5/16 inch

ADJUSTABLE AIR SPRINGS

Butyl air cells are factory or dealer installed accessories.

They are inserted inside the rear coil springs to provide an

efficient means of obtaining variable support. The air cells

keep headlamp beam alignment normal, prevent overtaxing

the springs, and help maintain rear-end ramp clearance.

Air level ride control mounts on the dash.

Figure 3Adjustable Air Springs

SUPER-FLEX LOAD BOOSTERS

Autolite offers the industry's only automatic three-stage

heavy duty shock absorber for severe load requirements. It

is designed for heavy loads at the rear wheels without giving

the vehicle the appearance of having a
"tail-up"

look. The

first phase is the piston. It handles the normal shock absorber

ride. The second phase brings the steel spring into play in

conjunction with the piston for extra-heavy loads. The third

phase is the Buna-N rubber spring that prevents "bottoming
out"

under heavy impact. Figure 4.

AUTOLITE "SUPER-

FLEX"

SHOCK ABSORBER

Figure4Severe Load Requirement Shock Absorber
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Distributor service is much more than just installing a new set

of breaker points. In fact, of all the services that can be performed on

the distributor, the installation of a new point set is the easiest of all

maintenance work needed.

Complete servicing of the distributor is a must whenever you

perform a tune-up. This includes the checking, testing and/or re

placement of the condenser, the rotor, the cap, the distributor cam,

the centrifugal and vacuum advance/retard mechanism plus the

shaft bearings.

You should also be constantly alert to the fact that point life is

directly affected by charging system voltage, battery condition, elec

trical connections in the primary circuit, point alignment, point

spacing and condenser capacity to name just a few.

In this issue, you will find simple to perform methods to check

the electrical side of the distributor using accurate test equipment,

up-to-date specifications, and details on distributor adjustments.

Remember, the distributor is one of the major units in the control of

hydro-carbon and carbon monoxide emissions for reducing air

pollution.

It deserves quality attention, quality service and the use of quality

parts . . . Autolite-Ford parts.

PART NUMBER PREFIX

DDDD

PART NUMBER SUFFIX

ODD
lWMMI

DESIGN CHANGE

ASSEMBLY CODE (YEAR, MONTH, WEEK)

Figure 1The distributor identification number is stamped on the distribu

tor housing. The basic part number for distributors is 12127. To order

replacement parts, it is necessary to know the part number prefix and

suffix and, in some cases, the design code change.

Copyright 1971

Autolite-Ford Parts Division

Livonia, Michigan
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BASICS OF IGNITION/DISTRIBUTOR OPERATION

The ignition system has both a primary (low voltage) and

a secondary
(high voltage)

circuit. See Figure 2.

The PRIMARY CIRCUIT consists of the:

1. Battery

2. Ignition switch

3. Primary circuit
resistance wire

4. Primary windings
of the ignition coil

5. Breaker points

6. Condenser

The SECONDARY CIRCUIT consists of the:

1. Secondary windings
of the ignition coil

2. Distributor rotor

3. Distributor cap

4. Ignition Cables-High
tension wires

5. Spark plugs

When the breaker points are closed,
current flows from the

battery through the ignition switch to the primary windings

in the coil, then to ground through the closed breaker points.

When the breaker points open, the magnetic field built up in

the primary windings of the coil moves through the second

ary windings of the coil, producing high voltage. High voltage

is produced each time the breaker points open. The high

voltage flows through the coil high tension lead to the dis

tributor cap where the rotor distributes it to one of the spark

plug terminals in the distributor cap. This process is re

peated for every power stroke of the engine.

Ignition system troubles are caused by a failure in the pri

mary and/or the secondary circuit; incorrect ignition timing;

or incorrect distributor advance. Circuit failures may be

caused by shorts, corroded or dirty terminals, loose connec

tions, defective wire insulation, cracked distributor cap or

rotor, defective distributor points, fouled spark plugs, or by
improper dwell angle.

If an engine starting or operating trouble is attributed to

the ignition system, start the engine and verify the complaint.

On engines that will not start, be sure the fuel system is

operating properly and there is gasoline in the fuel tank.

IGNITION .START

VOLTMETER

PRIMARY WIRE

FROM SWITCH TO
"B"

TERMINAL

PRIMARY CIRCUIT

l SECONDARY
CIRCUIT

Figure 2-Typical Units in a Conventional Igni

tion System Circuit

Figure 3 Battery -to-Coil and Starting
Ignition Circuit Tests
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TESTING THE IGNITION CIRCUIT

SPARK INTENSITY TEST

1. To perform this test, disconnect the brown wire from

the starter relay I terminal and the red and blue wire from

the starter relay S terminal.

2. Remove the coil high tension lead from the distributor

cap.

3. Turn the ignition switch to ON position.

4. While holding the high tension lead approximately 3/16

inch from the cylinder head, or any other good ground,

crank the engine by using an auxiliary starter switch be

tween the starter relay battery and S terminals.

If the spark is good, the trouble lies in the secondary

circuit.

If there is no spark or a weak spark, the trouble is in the

primary circuit, coil to distributor high tension lead, or the

coil.

PRIMARY CIRCUIT

A breakdown or energy loss in the primary circuit can be

caused by: defective primary wiring, loose or corroded ter

minals: burned, shorted, sticking, or improperly adjusted

breaker points; a defective coil, or defective condenser.

A complete test of the primary circuit consists of checking

the circuit from the battery to the coil, the circuit from the

coil to ground, and the starting ignition circuit.

Excessive voltage drop in the primary circuit will reduce

the secondary output of the ignition coil, resulting in hard

starting and poor performance.

To isolate troubles in the primary circuit, use a voltmeter

and perform the following tests; Battery to Coil; Starting
Ignition Circuit; Resistance Wire; Coil to Ground.

SECONDARY CIRCUIT

A breakdown or energy loss in the secondary circuit can

be caused by: fouled or improperly adjusted spark plugs; de

fective high tension wiring; or high tension leakage across

the coil, distributor cap, or rotor resulting from an accumu

lation of dirt.

To check the spark intensity at the spark plugs, thereby

isolating an ignition problem to a particular cylinder, pro

ceed as follows:

1. Disconnect a spark plug wire. Check the spark intensity
of one wire at a time.

2. Install a terminal adapter in the terminal of the wire to

be checked. Hold the adapter approximately 3/16 inch

from the exhaust manifold and crank the engine, using a

remote starter switch. The spark should jump the gap

regularly.

3. If the spark intensity of all the wires is satisfactory, the

coil, condenser, rotor, distributor cap, and the secondary

wires are probably satisfactory.

If the spark is good at only some wires, check the resist

ance of the faulty leads.

If the spark is equal at all wires, but weak or intermittent,

check the coil, distributor cap. and the coil to distributor high

tension wire. The wire should be clean and bright on the

conducting ends, and on the coil tower and distributor sock

ets. The wire should fit snugly and be bottomed in the sockets.

BATTERY TO COIL VOLTMETER TEST

1. Connect the voltmeter leads as shown in Figure 3.

2. Install a jumper wire from the distributor terminal of the

coil to a good ground on the distributor housing.

3. Turn lights and accessories OFF and turn the ignition

switch ON.

4. If the voltmeter reading is between 4.5 and 6.9 volts, the

primary circuit from the battery to the coil is satisfactory.

5. If the voltmeter reading is greater than 6.9 volts, check

the following: The battery and cables for loose con

nections or corrosion. The primary wiring for worn in

sulation, broken strands, and loose or corroded terminals.

The resistance wire for defects. The starter relay to

ignition switch for defects.

If the voltmeter reading is less than 4.5 volts the resistance

wire should be replaced.

STARTING IGNITION

CIRCUIT VOLTMETER TEST

1. Connect the voltmeter leads as shown in Figure 3 and

disconnect and ground the coil to distributor high tension

lead at the distributor.

2. With the ignition switch OFF crank the engine by install

ing a jumper wire between the battery and the S terminal

of the starter relay while observing the voltage drop.

3. If the voltage drop is 0.1 volt or less, the starting igni

tion circuit is satisfactory.

4. If the voltage drop is greater than 0.1 volt, clean and

tighten the terminals in the circuit or replace the wiring as

necessary.

IGNITION SWITCH VOLTMETER TEST

1. Connect the voltmeter leads as shown in Figure 4, and
install a jumper wire from the distributor terminal of the
coil to a good ground on the distributor body.
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SPECIAL NOTE

Because the information in this publication was obtained

from a variety of sources as shown in the acknowledge

ments, the publisher of Shop Tips cannot assume respon

sibility or liability in connection with this information and

offers it as suggestions only.

Also, it cannot be assumed that every acceptable safety

procedure is contained herein; or that abnormal or unusual

circumstances may require further or additional procedure.

Be sure to file this and future issues for ready reference. If you have

any suggestions for articles that you would like to see included in

this publication, please write to: Autolite-Ford Parts Division,

Merchandising Services Dept., P.O. Box 3000, Livonia, Michigan

48151.

The information in this publication was gathered from materials

released by the National Service Department of Autolite-Ford and

the Customer Service Divisions of the Ford Marketing Corporation,

as well as other vehicle and parts manufacturers. The descriptions

and specifications contained in this issue were in effect at the time

itwas approved for printing. Our policy is one of continuous improve

ment and we reserve the right to change specifications or design

without notice and without incurring obligation.

AutoliteE^3
Copyright 1971

Autolite-Ford Parts Division

Livonia. Michigan

As a professional service technician, skilled in the mainte

nance and repair of automotive products, you must also

know how to work safely by practicing safe work habits.

We're sure you never deliberately work in an unsafe

manner. We're also sure you never purposely work on your

job with the thought of endangering your life, your liveli

hood, or the lives of your co-workers.

And, we feel equally sure that not one of you really

believes you could be classified as an unsafe worker.

However, all accident causes can be classified under the

heading of unsafe acts and unsafe conditions. The question

then is . . . how does anyone know whether or not he is

working safely?

Two things are necessary. First, it takes someone to point

out the right and wrong way of working around cars and

trucks. Secondly, everyone needs to be reminded now and

then of poor work habits when using hand tools and power

operated equipment, poor shopkeeping practices and unsafe

ways of doing service work. These unsafe habits, if allowed

to continue, can be potentially dangerous to you and the men

who work near you.

Without a doubt, the service area of a dealership, service

station or independent garage has numerous opportunities

for personal injury.

There are volatile liquids ... air and electric tools . . .

lifting devices . . . grinding tools and hundreds of other seem

ingly innocent looking items with built-in hazards.

Probably more so than in any of the other related service

fields.

To remain healthy, well and alive in this working environ

ment takes a lot of skill ... a lot of safety skill. That's what

this issue of Shop Tips is all about!
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SAFETY WITH HAND TOOLS

Safety with hand tools falls into two separate and distinct

categories.

The first is that it's extremely important to keep hand

tools in safe working condition.

And second, it's equally important to use hand tools safely.

Without question, hand tools in poor working condition

can be dangerous and may result in serious injuries.

This statement is also true if they are improperly used.

KEEPING HAND TOOLS IN

SAFE WORKING CONDITION

Since hand tools generally have no moving parts, many
technicians never realize they can cause severe personal

injuries.

Don't be fooled.

A slipping wrench can cause you to lose a few inches of

your skin. Especially around your knuckles! A mushroomed

head on a chisel or punch when hit with a hammer can send

metal chips or sharp slivers flying off in all directions . . .

usually they head straight for a person's eye.

A badly ground tip on a screwdriver can cause you to

slip and poke a hole in your hand. And that smarts!

So, with those two examples in mind, the first thing you

should do is to take a searching look at each and every one

of your hand tools. Look them over for signs or indications

of hazardous conditions.

Examine your chisels and punches. Do they have battered

heads? If so, grind or file off the
"mushroom"

effect. See

Figure 1.

Are the screwdriver tips rounded or poorly ground? If so,

regrind them to proper angle and size so they fit the screw

slot snugly. See Figure 2.

Are there any cracked, badly worn sockets or box-type

wrenches? Do you own any open end wrenches that have
"spread"

and result in a sloppy fit? See Figure 3. If so,

get rid of them immediately. Your personal safety is cer

tainly worth more, much more, than the cost of a new

socket or wrench.

Figure 2A screwdriver tip must fit into the slot of a screw as

shown in
"A"

to prevent it from slipping and causing personal

injury or damage to adjacent parts. If any of your screwdrivers

look like
"B,"

take the time to grind them properly.

Figure 1Never let your chisels or punches become as bad as

shown in
"B."

If any in your tool kit look like this, repair imme

diately so that they appear as in
"A."

Figure 3Open end wrenches and box type wrenches must fit the
nut or bolt head snugly as shown in

"A."

If the wrench is worn

badly or
"spread"

as shown in
"B,"

the head of the bolt or the
nut can become rounded. When this happens, even the correct

wrench will fail to fit properly. A slipping wrench also leads to
damaged knuckles and torn skin.
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Are any of the hammer heads loose on the handle? If so,
either reset and tighten the hammer head with a new

wedge or if necessary, purchase a new handle. If the ham

mer head should let go, it will probably not hit you, but

chances are good that it will fly off and hit a co-worker.

No one wants to be pointed out as the one who caused

someone else to be hospitalized.

Are any of your chisels dull? If so, regrind them so that

you do not have to use excessive pounding effort. A dull

chisel, like a dull knife, can lead to all kinds of problems.

Keep cutting edges sharp and at the correct angle. See

Figures 4 and 5.

CE
COLD CHISEL

ROUND NOSE CHISEL

Figure 4Five of the most common chisels and their correct

cutting edges. Chisels should always be kept sharp to minimize

effort required. A sharp chisel prevents injury.

Figure 5Notice that a cold chisel should be sharpened to an

angle of 60 degrees for best and safest results.

Are you using any speed ratchets that have missing or

broken teeth? If so, get them repaired immediately. Kits are

available from most of the better known tool suppliers.

Some technicians have injured themselves severely when

the ratchet slipped.

Do any of your pliers have teeth that are worn out or jaws

that slip? Getting pinched fingers or skinned knuckles can

be painful. The cost of new pliers is small in comparison

to the injuries and inconvenience you may experience.

Do all of your files have handles? Never use a file without

a suitable handle since the file could
"grab"

and the pointed

tang end may penetrate the palm of your hand.

USING HAND-HELD TOOLS SAFELY

There are only two ways to use hand tools ... the right

way and the unsafe way. Also, you must use the right tool

for the right job.

Screwdrivers

One of the quickest ways to get injured is to use a screw

driver as a chisel or as a pry bar. Screwdrivers are intended

to tighten or loosen screws . . . not for any of the other pur

poses mentioned. For one thing, a screwdriver blade is gen

erally not built strong enough to handle heavy bending loads

or case-hardened sufficiently to act as a cutting device.

If used improperly, the shank may break and send a

piece flying off to injure someone. Or, when it lets go, your

hand may rake a sharp object. Then you've got a few busted

knuckles.

Figure 6One quick way to lose knuckles is to use a screwdriver

as a pry bar as shown in
"A."

Do your job professionally as

shown in
"B,"

using the right tool for the right job.

Wrenches

When tightening bolts or nuts you should remember that

it is much safer to pull on a wrench handle than it is to push.

If the wrench or tool slips when pushing, you're apt to end up
with gouges on your arms or hands.

A professional service technician never uses his tools or

wrenches with grease or oil on the handles. Before using

them, wipe off any traces so that your grip is anchored firmly
with no chance for slippage.

Drilling

When drilling, always hold the material being drilled

firmly . . . preferably in a vise. If you don't, the drill bit may
grab and bind in the part, causing it to spin out of your grasp.

The end result can very likely be a torn hand.

A
^^

B

cv Ijp J

^F^\
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Figure 7-The incorrect way
"B"

to drill a small part and the

correct way as shown in
"A."
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